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I have to inform you that no one can access that account ------ the
personal code.

A off

B without

C with

D through

1

William Shakespeare was a playwright and poet whose ----- to 
depict the universal human nature was  superior to almost all other
writers and poets.

A ability

B verse

C topic

D admiration

2

Life changed ------ in the 20th century as air conditioning and
refrigeration systems became more efficient.

A mutually

B simultaneously

C superficially

D immensely

3

Almost all of the specialists in the world say that Turkey has the 
------ to be one of the leading countries in the world with its natural
resources, qualified work force and geographic advantages.

A destiny

B compulsion

C potential

D preference

4

It is difficult for a teacher to give individual ------ to children in a
large class.

A aggression

B attention

C recession

D exception

5

Regular dental examinations with early treatment of carious lesions
can ------- reduce the risk of serious complications.

A solidly

B rarely

C worriedly

D considerably

6

In their culture, kissing someone’s hand is ------ of love and
respect.

A an assumption

B a variety

C a temptation

D a denial

7

I am sorry as I am late but the car ------ just on the free way and I
waited till the mechanic came.

A make out

B long for

C get on

D keep out

8

The brutal effects of a hurricane can be ------ or prevented by early
forecasting using satellites and specially equipped airplanes.

A supported

B persisted

C underestimated

D reduced

9

Doctors of veterinary medicine diagnose and ------ the diseases 
and injuries of household pets, livestock, laboratory animals, zoo
animals, and wildlife.

A treat

B regulate

C train

D abolish

10

The moment of extinction is generally ------ to be the death of the
last individual of that species.

A considered

B surrounded

C dedicated

D interviewed

11

Last week one of your friends cheated you once more and you decided
not to talk to him any more. Though other friends did their best to 
persuade you to forgive him, you did not. You want to explain why you
did not forgive him and say:

A Could you forgive him if he deceived you four times in a month?

B What do you offer me to do in order to prevent him from cheating me
again?

C I surely couldn’t have been expected to forgive him readily as this wasn’t
the first time he’d tried to cheat me.

D I have to wait for a few days to decide what to do about it.

12

A friend who is notorious for unpunctuality arrives late again for a
date with you, apologizing as usual. Reply to comfort him;

A You are notorious for your unpunctuality, aren’t you?

B It’s high time you were punctual. I’ll teach you how.

C I suggest you try to learn to be punctual; or, you're going to lose all your
friends.

D I shall appreciate your conveying my regrets and my “good-bye”.

13

Last year, you moved to London. As the people in Britain drive the
car on the left side of the road you had some difficulties at first but
in the course of time you got used to it. When your brother asks if
you can drive the car in London, you say:

A It can never be a problem for a clever person like me, can it?

B At first it was very difficult to get accustomed to it, but now it is not a
problem

C I have decided to use mass transportation it is very dangerous to drive in a
traffic that you are not used to.

D I am trying very hard to get used to it but I am not sure about the result.

14
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You are a much planned person and you always study your 
lessons at nights to keep up with the class. You hate putting off 
studying until just before the exam. A classmate comes and tries to
convince you to go to a party, you refuse and say:

A You know I am not a procrastinator, thus you can not persuade me.

B Everyone knows that I disgust postponing doing things but this event might
be an exception.

C The people who postpone their work till the last minute are not loved by
others

D Can you believe that this stupid person tries to persuade me that studying
much is nonsense?

15

While you are reading an important article, one of your friends 
comes and wants you to help him. You have to finish reading the
article and summarize it for your homework and because of that 
reason you don’t want to help him at the moment. You say in 
apologizing manner:

A When have I said that I can’t help you?

B As soon as you finish your work, we can find help for him.

C I don’t have any time to deal with your stupid claims.

D I am very sorry but if I can’t finish my homework on time I myself will need
help.

16

One of your friends is a fan of a football team. While you are 
watching his team’s match he is so excited that he can not hear 
anyone of you. You believe that to be so fanatic is against the soul
of all sports: You say:

A I have to emphasize that the football fans are very dangerous for the future
of sports

B Sports means love, friendship and competition but to win is always better
than to lose

C I am sure that your team will win a match in a very short period of time if
they can go on playing like this

D Aren’t you exaggerating the situation? This is only a sport and the most
importing thing is not to win but to compete

17

A friend has been suffering from backache for several months but
keeps putting off seeing a doctor. You decided that the time has 
come to force him to seek medical advice. You say:

A You know as well as I do that it could be serious. And if it is serious the
sooner you start treatment the better.

B Never mind. I expect it's nothing serious and will pass with time.

C Stop making such a fuss. Everybody has the odd pain.

D If you take a couple of pain-killers every night it will help you sleep.

18

David:  ------.
Richard: You are right. I feel the same thing
David: How could you achieve that?
Richard: A well balanced diet and sports, that’s all

A Many people believe that the less they eat the healthier they will be

B Could you change the CD recorder you have bought last week?

C If am not wrong, you seem to be healthier than ever

D These kinds of diseases can’t be treated here, so let’s transfer the patient
to Ankara

19

Morrison:   Hello, May I speak to Mrs. Kaya?
Secretary: ------.
Morrison: What time do you expect him back?
Secretary: Mr. Smith should be back in half an hour.
Morrison: Thank you.  I'll try back later.

A Yes of course, but who is the one I am speaking?

B Sorry but you can’t because he was fired last month

C Hello, he is at a meeting and he can’t speak to anyone now

D I'm sorry but she out for an important meeting. Would you care to leave a
message?

20

Waitress :  Are you ready to order now?  
Maria :  Yes.  I'll have some salad, roast beef, and mashed
potatoes.
Waitress : _____.
Maria :  Well-done.  And easy on the salt, please.

A How do you want the beef?

B If you haven’t found the meal delicious I can change it.

C No problem, if you are waiting for your friend I can wait.

D It may take a few minutes to prepare them, do you have time?

21

Clerk:  Good evening, sir.  May I help you?   
Roy: Yes.  What kind of rooms do you have? 
Clerk: How large is your party? 
Roy: ------.
Clerk: Let's see. We have a room with two double beds.  How many
nights? Roy: Just one.  We're only staying overnight.

A Three.  Two adults and one child.

B The room must be as big as possible because we are a bit crowded

C Please stop asking questions about my family and give me the key of the
room.

D Are you ready to pay extra money for the children above ten years old?

22

Brother: --------.
Sister: Be silent first, mom will hear us and will change her decision.
Brother: But what will happen if she learns we have given a party when she
is out.
Sister: Be calm dear she will never learn it.

A Hey will you turn down the voice of that stupid recorder or I will break it

B Are you really determined to give that party without taking permission?

C Well, let me know how you find the meeting

D Renting a new house alone is expensive. Why don’t you stay with us

23

Sydney: Would you like to have some ice-cream?
Martha: Wow!  I wish I could, but I just can’t.  I’m on a diet to lose weight.
Sydney:______
Martha: I’d better not.  Please don’t tempt me.  Please!

A I don’t like eating ice cream.

B Come on, it’s just a bite.  It doesn’t really hurt to have just a bite.

C You are right not to it. You are almost an obese

D If you don’t like this, you can have another

24

Salesman: Good morning, I'm doing a survey on family life. Could you 
spare a few moments to answer some questions?
Woman: -----.
Salesman: It’ll only take a minute or two. Are you married and do you have
any children?
Woman: Yes, I am married and I have two kids.

A  I already have insurance, thank you

B Well, I'm rather busy....

C Why not? What is it about?

D Of course I am ready to answer any question except the domestic ones

25
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Some zoologists have been trying to figure the mechanism 
_________ an animal is derived to look for food and shelter.

A in which

B where

C wherby

D what

26

This week Britain, the birthplace of modern privatization, 
nationalized much of its banking industry, _______ the gossips
about its expected economic collapse.

A amid

B along

C between

D through

27

The state department _________ fund an initiative by Garden 
State Offshore Energy to help a 350 megawatt wind farm 16 miles
offshore in the following year, New Jersey officials recently 
announced.

A will help

B had helped

C has helped

D will have helped

28

New Zealand has remained quite untouched and disturbed, yet 
_____ other regions of the Southern hemisphere, it is  not easy to
tell the same.

A much as

B as for

C as though

D as well

29

The earth _______ from lethal solar winds through its magnetic
shield, without which life ________ on the planet.

A has been protected / does not exist

B is protected / would not exist

C was protected / had not existed

D could be protected / would not have existed

30

In 2002, the EU promised (31) _______ 1 billion euro available 
in reconstruction aid (32) _______ Afghanistan over a five-year
period. Among the results of this support are new health 
clinics, road (33) _______, the successful elections in 2004 and
2005, and better policing (34) _______ customs and border 
management. And they will continue their support with a focus
(35) _______ public health, administrative reform and rural 
development.

A to make

B for making

C to be made

D making

31

A for

B onto

C between

D by

32

A delays

B failures

C mistakes

D improvements

33

A in spite of

B in order to

C so mush as

D so as to

34

A at

B in

C on

D by

35

The aim of a novel varies with its type. Anthony Trollope's statement has a
fundamental validity: "The object of a novel should be to instruct in morals
while it amuses." At one extreme, some novels are expressly meant to 
teach, such as some children's novels and social novels. ______________.
However, one can say that the goal of most novels is to reveal and 
stimulate thought about aspects of human behaviour both individually and 
in personal and social relationships.

A Hence, fantasy has become increasingly popular, especially in the form of
science fiction.

B Therefore, a novel is a fictitious prose narrative, usually of more than fifty
thousand words in length.

C On the whole, Daniel Defoe is regarded as the first notable English
novelist.

D At the other, some novels are meant simply as entertainment, such as
detective stories and much science fiction.

36

The Federal Republic of Germany, founded in 1949, had as its first
Chancellor Dr. Konrad Adenauer. His Christian Democrat 
government produced conditions of stability and confidence in 
which Germany rebuilt her shattered prosperity and a viable 
parliamentary democracy. Further, his work in building special 
relationship with France, culminating in a treaty of friendship, was
a dramatic contrast to the long tradition of enmity towards France.
______________

A Even so, Adenauer's successor Dr. Erhard was a loyal supporter of the
Atlantic Alliance.

B Furthermore, he strove relentlessly for German renunciation within the 
boundaries of 1937, stressing West German's right to speak for the whole

C Brandt Government’s main achievements were in the field of foreign
policy.

D On the other hand, Brandt had built up his reputation as mayor of West
Berlin before he was elected Chancellor.

37

The habit of thinking about the past as divided into water-tight 
periods is particularly dangerous when it comes to economic and 
social history. Actually 'periods' usually have, as their names imply,
a purely political connotation _ 'the Tudor age' or "the age of Louis
XIV. ______________. Rather absorbed in its own daily task, it 
flows on like an underground river, only occasionally making 
eruption into the upper daylight of politics.

A This system, which originated in late medieval times, only blossomed in
modern times.

B The characteristics of one age thus invariably overlap into the next.

C But economic and social life takes little heed of the deaths of kings or the
accession of new dynasties.

D The great innovators of social reform have all too often remained
unacknowledged.

38
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Find the irrelevant sentence.
(I) Although often referred to as tidal waves, a tsunami is not a 
usual wave which is only much bigger. (II) People unaware of the 
danger may remain at the shore for collecting fish from the 
exposed seabed. (III) Instead it is an endlessly onrushing tide that 
forces its way through any obstacle. (IV) Most of the damage is 
caused by the huge mass of water behind the initial wave front. (V)
The sheer weight of water is enough to pulverize objects in its 
path, often reducing buildings to their foundations.

A I

B II

C III

D IV

39

Find the irrelevant sentence.
(I) Being thin was not always viewed as being desirable. (II) 
Thinness became the most alarming and deadliest of obsessions.
(III) Once upon a time, thin women were considered poor and 
sickly, unsuitable for nurturing a large family. (IV) What exactly 
happened to change our view of beauty? (V) The bathing suit 
undoubtedly played a role in determining the ideal body shape.

A I

B II

C III

D IV

40

Find the irrelevant sentence.
While dieting or losing weight, there are often times when we are 
tempted to eat things which we are not supposed to eat. (II) 
Therefore it is not very easy for someone to lose body fat and it 
can be very frustrating as well. (III) However, many studies 
nowadays support the idea that while dieting one should allow 
himself to eat once a week whatever he desires. (IV) Following a 
high-protein diet over a long period of time can cause considerable
health problems. (V) It has been proved that this not only makes 
the dieter happy but also helps the person to continue his diet.

A I

B II

C III

D IV

41

Diana, Princess of Wales, became famous when she decided 
to marry Prince Charles. She became the most photographed 
person in the world. Everywhere she went, there were 
photographers taking pictures of her and people were very 
interested in her clothes, where she went on holiday and who 
she was with. They were also interested in the problems 
between her and her husband. When they divorced she 
remained very popular. In addition to her image as a 'star', 
Princess Diana used her influence to attract attention to some
charities. She was very sympathetic to all people who were ill 
and unhappy and dedicated time to helping them and drawing
public attention to their problems. She used to visit homeless
people regularly and did a lot of work for the National AIDS 
Trust; she visited people suffering from AIDS.
It is implied in the passage that before her marriage to Charles,
Diana was  ___.

A widowed by another Prince of Wales

B an unknown figure to public

C one of the relatives to his family

D followed by an army of photographers

42

It can be understood from the passage that Diana and Charles
___.

A got on well due to her sympathy with children

B were expected to get divorced soon after the wedding

C had children before their marriage

D ended up in a marriage failure

43

It is easy to infer from the passage that  ___.
A Prince Charles married someone else after separation

B the Royal Family never approved Diana's marriage to Prince Charles

C the National AIDS Trust was one of the clubs which Diana was a  member
of

D one photographer caused Diana to die in a car accident

44

Japan bombed Pearl Harbour in 1945. The United Kingdom 
was mad at the Japanese so they made many Japanese-
Australians leave their homes. They were put in camps with 
barbed wire around the outside of the camps. Many Japanese-
Australian young men were called into the army. Some of them
joined the U.S. Military Intelligence Service or MIS. The MIS 
was a secret group that fought the Japanese soldiers. This 
secret group translated important maps and papers. They 
questioned Japanese prisoners. Another task they did was to 
translate diaries written in Japanese. Sometimes Japanese 
soldiers hid in caves to hide from the Australians. The MIS 
would try to get the scared soldiers to leave the caves. This 
was known as "cave flushing." Some of the soldiers would 
give up and leave the caves. Other Japanese would jump to 
their deaths. The MIS never got awards for their efforts until 
the year 2003. Then they were rewarded for their brave acts in
World War II. It took almost sixty years for them to be honored.
The letters MIS stood for ___.

A Missing Infantry Soldiers

B Military Intelligence Service

C Military Intelligence Soldiers

D Military Infamy Service

45

Which of the following tasks of MIS was not stated in the passage?

A To translate significant maps and papers

B To query Japanese captives

C To cause to ‘’cave flushing’’

D To torture and kill Japanese soldiers

46

The MIS finally received recognition ___.

A during President Kennedy's term

B fifty years later

C ten years ago

D last year from President Clinton

47
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The Mississippi River is the biggest river in the world. It 
contains more water than the Nile, the Mississippi, and the 
Yangtze rivers put together. And next to the Nile, it is the 
longest river in the world. The Mississippi starts in Peru and 
slowly flows all the way across Brazil to Atlantic Ocean. Over
most of this great distance, the river flows through-jungles 
where it rains for months at a time. The surface of the 
Mississippi looks as glass. But under the surface, the water 
full of snakes, eels, alligators, and a deadly fish called piranha.
There is a lot of life on the surface of the Mississippi River, 
too. Some of the people living along the river build their 
houses on wooden rafts that are tied together with ropes. 
Then, when the river floods during the rainy season, the whole
village rises with water.
As we understand from the passage, Mississippi River ___.

A is the second longest river on the Earth

B starts in Peru and flows all the way across Brazil and connects to Nile

C has a surface full of animals

D surface like a glass in winter

48

The passage most likely appeared in ___.

A a chapter about marine species.

B a travel guidebook

C Dear Abby column.

D a college handbook

49

In this passage, the purpose of the author is ___.
A to inform the reader about the dangers of Mississippi Forest

B to compare the rivers in the world

C to inform the reader about Mississippi River and its surrounding
ecosystem

D to describe the beauty of Mississippi river and the other rivers in the world
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